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In order that the very large field oovered by this paper is brought Into 

«harp fooue, the first part of it has been devoted to the definition of the pro- 

duots and raw materials concerned.    This, in itself, presents some difficulty and 

so that the available material is kept within reasonable bounds some omissions 

have had to be made. 

The bibliography however is virtually complete and covers the whole field of 

development and research (including the literature on existing plants) on the 

subject over the past thirty years or so. 

The text of the paper has been restricted to highlighting research and 

developments which were or are proving promising, especially with the needs of 
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developing oountries in mind.    Similarly,  all aspecto of production and marketing 

problems whioh have arisan in tha past aro reviewed. 

An attempt has boan madu to distinguish whare the probi uns concerning th® 

incre&sing uso of agricultural waste materials in developing oountries are tech- 

nical, and whdru they are economic. 
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IMTiODUCT^M 

The subject matter of this paper covers a very wide field, and in order to 

keep it within practicable bounds, it has been decided to limit the treatment 

riven to some raw materials and products 

firstly, the  panel produce plyvoo* -ili .10t be dealt with in this report 

ThiB may not seem, on tho face of it, to be e very obvious omission when dealing 

with agricultural waste rav materials b-;t there has been a little work done on 

this with limited commercili success.  There is a reference (106) to the use of 

corn-cobs as a plywood filler, and (if the definition of plywood is stretched a 

little) plywood-like conbumor articles (i e. tea-trays, table-tope, etc.) are 

produced commercially from the outer hard epidermis of bamboo and sugar cane in 

Taiwan and India respectively.  These are very minor developments of very limited 

application and represent the Unit of the une of agricultural wastes in the 

plywood field. 

It will no doubt be noticed that in the preceding paragraph, considerable 

liberties have been taken in the use of the strict definitions of both raw 

materials and the final product, é'or example, the purist will object to the 

inclusion of such raw materials as papyrus, bamboo and reeds under the generic 

heading cf agricultural wastes.  In order that as complete a picture as possible 

can be given and so that a developing country shall miss no opportuniry of 

knowing abo»+ potential raw materials at their disposal it has been decided to 

interpret this term very widely, perhaps it cculd moro correctly be termed »non- 

wood materialg".  If, as has already been suggested, the scope of this paper is 

to be kept ,-ith.n bounds some further modifications in these definitions will be 

required.  In general, the definitions priven for panel products in the PAO 

"Pibreboard and riardboard" (this book is, in fact, the condensed report of the 

International Consultation on Insulation Board, Herdboard and Particle Board, held 

in Geneva in 1957) have been strictly adhered to.  It is very strongly recommended 

that everyone wir. has an interest in these products should obtain this book and 

keep it by him as a work of reference. Raw material definitions pose rather 

greater difficulties. It is trie to say that «very raw material which has been 

investigated for its pulping properties by mechanical or semi-mechanical means has 

aleo, M a matter of practical fact, been investigated as a potential material for 

fibre-board (that is hardboard or compressed fibreboard, and insulation board or 
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non-compressed  fibreboard).    To cover the whole of this field in detail is. clearly 

an impossible task in a paper of this type.    However,   some raw materials which 

fall under this heading have been included in the bibliography but some selection 

has been made of those which are considered to warrant  fuller treatment in the 

text,  this  selection process will be referred to again later.    There is another 

complicating factor which hao   uo be considered when deciding upon an orderly 

method of presenting material  for this paper«    Recent research and development 

work has produced a range of board-making processes and products which can be 

considered as intermediates between panel product types as clearly defined in the 

PAO publication referred to above.    These are, of course,  the boards made by the 

semi-dry and dry processes which are becoming of increasing commercial importance. 

They are also very relevant to this study because they can be operated with small 

sized particles (e.g. plywood veneer waste and sawdust)  which are often found as 

agricultural  residues.    These boards are hardboard-1 ike in appearance and in many- 

strength characteristics,   and although they probably obtain the greater part of 

their bonding by means of an added organic binder (as defined for particle board) 

there is also a probability that some of the bonding is obtained from the inherent 

adhesive properties of the raw material  (as defined for fibreboard).     In this case 

it has been decided that,  because of the great similarity in the basic manufacturing 

techniques,   to deal with dry and semi-dry hardboard as if they were particle 

boards for the purposes of this paper- 

Selection has also been necessary in the bibliography and only references 

have been included which contribute towards the history of the subject which could 

prove useful  in future plans for the utilization of the raw material concerned. 

Selection has also had to be made of much other raw material included in this 

paper, but  in all cases it has been kept very much in mind that this paper and this 

meeting are oriented towards the needs of the less-developed countries and 

selection has always been made with this in mind. 

The search for raw materials 

It is quite difficult to think of an agricultural waste materia]  which has not 

at one time or another (sometimes very repeatedly) been tested for its potentiali- 

ties for board making.    The first commercial development for the manufacture of 

building board was in England in I898, using waste-paper as the raw material.    This 
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product would probably not; be classified as the pulp and paper product "chipboard" 

but this development did at any rate serve to get the general idea into circulation. 

Probibly the first true hardboard can be traced back to 1909, when production was 

started using coarse ground-wood or newsprint pulp, but world production of wet 

process hardboard (mostly from timber) jtarted after the ..ommercial development of 

the thermal-plus-mechanical pulping process (Asplund) and the explosion process 

(Masonite).  Particle board manufacture came into the field much later, experi- 

mental work on this product was being carried out in ^rope and the United States 

before the Second TIorld ''.'ar, and the first commercial plant was installed, in 

Bremen Western Germany, during the war in 1941- All these developments utilized 

timber, at least in the first place, and it has proved rather difficult to find out 

who has the honour to be the first plant to produce hardboard or particle board 

from an agricultural waste material.,  It is believed that Belgium (194-7) (^3l) was 

the first to produce flat particle board, but non-wood based hardboard or insulation 

board has never been a very commonly made product (at present bagasse is the only 

product of this type so used) and in the past it wis often the practice to make 

these boards from a mixture of wood and non-wood fibre. Regretfully, therefore, 

honours on this point have eluded us* 

Table I contains a selected list of agricultural waste materials which have 

been tested; it is by no means exhaustive, but does contain all those materials 

which have achieved commercial success. A much more complete picture will be ob- 

tained from the bibliography.  One thing is immediately obvious from this table, 

and that is the relatively low proportion of materials tested which were eventually 

utilized on a commercial scale.  This spect will be dir^ussed much more fully 

later.  Those materials which have been (or are) successfully used commercially on 

a large scale are quite small in number; they are bagasse, flax and linseed 

residues and the European reeds, and again these will also be discussed in still 

more detail later on. Of the remainder in this table, papyrus achieved some 

limited success as a commercially used raw material for hardboard, a pilot scale 

plant in Israel (113) was an example, and the small but for a time at any rate 

very successful plant in Uganda was another. A study of the individual reports 

in the bibliography clearly indicates that many of the other raw materials tried 

are technically suitable for board production but other factors seem to have com- 

bined to prevent their commercial exploitation. Mention must be made of a good 

example of the possibility of using a raw material which is not easy to UBO by 
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conventional processes for the production of a different panel product. The 

cereal straws are, in general, difficult to make into hardboard by the wet process 

because their pulps are so "wet" and their central hollow core results in a large 

part of the surface area of the straw being unavailable for the application of a 

glue binder. The "Stramit" board is ma ufactured by forcing unpulped straw into a 

heated extrusion tunnel where it is bonded together solely by means of heat and 

pressure. The board, normally about 50 mm thick and 120 cm wide, is faced on both 

sides with a thick kraft or cardboard liner.  "Stramit" is manufactured in several 

countries of the world including Japan and Thailand, where rice straw is used as 

the raw material. So far as is known, this is the sole representative of a 

building board made from unpulped agricultural waste without the use of an added 

binder. 

Industrial application problems - the raw material 

Firstly, there arieas the problem of the technical comparison between boards 

made from agricultural wastes and from wood. This is an inevitable comparison 

because so often the sources of both forest and agricultural waste co-exist and are 

economic competitors. Table II shows a comparison of particle board strength 

between a timber and two agricultural waste materials. The matter in this table 

is self-evident and serves to illustrate a fundamental point which is often for- 

gotten when considering agricultural wastes for particle board production. The 

physical structure and particle size of an agricultural waste uaterial is firori. firstly 

by nature and secondly by any processing it has had to extract the primary nrop. 

On the other hand, timber can be machined or engineered into a particle size which 

is the optimum for board production, It is, of course, quite true that on one hand 

agricultural waste materials can have their physical characteristics modified by 

hammer-milling, refining, etc. and on the other hand that many mills utilize small 

sized wood waste which is not ideal fcr board manufacture, but in practice, it is 

found that this basic rule holds good. There is, however, one great advantage 

which some agricultural wastes have ovef timber and this is density. In general, 

wood particle board cannot be made of a density less than about 5 P®r cent more 

than the density of the original wood with acceptable strength properties. In 

fact, it is often difficult to achieve commercially a wood-based board of a 

density less than 20 per oent more than the original wood. With flax shives and 

bagasse, for instance, it is possible to make a board of acceptable strength below 



the density of that  of the  raw material  (11).     The in flu onci- of density on 

marketability mu^t  not  be overlooked  when considering  the merita of   UH.HO 

materials. 

These technical  differences,  whilst  important,   can  possibly   b*    overcome  during 

manufacture or  oy subsequent   finishes  ¡-<   as to  produce  a   .. irk, tabi o  product   and 

when all  is  said and done,   this  is the  crucial  point       There  is,   however,  another 

bigger problem  facing the potential   use of agricultural   was tot;       I t   wa:.  said   nt 

the  PAO Geneva Conference  in 1)57  ( 4 )   that  "the   'nvatcst  obstacle   to  increasi n*r 

the utilization  of many of these non-, ;>od materials  is  the  problem   of  collection 

and storage and the lack of suitable  equipment,   for this purpo-..''      This  Etalement 

is,   as fas as the less well  developed   tropical   countries  are concerned,    i,i  true 

today as it was  in 1957       .\irther,   ìTI many cases  it  is  this fact   and not  mer*» 

technical   inferiority which results  in  so  few of the materiali?  li st tut  m Tabi«' I 

achieving commercial utilisation.     It  will  be  seen how  this problem  has  been 

overcome (or  its  inapplicable)  with regard to tho widely usti agricultural  wastes 

in the "case histories" which appear later.    The Tropical Producen   Institute  aacng 

others has given "considerable attention to  this problem  in developing countries 

over a long period,   but  at  present  it  would appear that  unices a material  is   trans- 

ported to a central site  in large quantities for primary processing,  it   stands 

little chance  of being used as a board-making raw material  on economic „-rounds 

alone.    T5ven so,  this  still leaves a hard core of problem material-u which art- 

available in  sufficient  quantities on  site but  are not  widely used   because of 

technical intractability or alternative use considerations or a combination of 

both factors. 

Coir dust  (this is the portion of  the coconut huak which remainò as a résidu« 

after the extraction of the fibre "coir";   it represents about throe-fifths by 

weight of the husk)  is one such material which is available in large quantities 

throughout most of the tropics and has virtually no alternative co.npetinff uses. 

Almost twenty years of research effort and quite a number of laboratories (chiufly 

in India and the United Kingdom) have really failed to develop an  economically viable 

board-making process to make use of it.    Rice hulls,  which are available from many 

large-scale rice production and milling projects, are another example.    More 

recently, groundnut shells have been very thoroughly investigated  ($2 - 99)  and 

still await commercial exploitation,     i'ild (i.e.  not cultivated) materials of the 

agricultural residue type (papyrus,  reeds,  etc.) present purely a collection problem 

- -•' 



since no primary proceed,- ir. . -volved, 'ith t;,e exception of the use of reeds 

m developed "urop—. nu-.lre-, no "vild" ^.n-ood mat-rial is at present beinç 

currently  as-d for ;nr-i-. ,r 1 -r  partirá   board manufacture. 

Cesavi  ^r:)i'^.-.  M Lier-)   ft ems arc  a 400 d potential  particle board material 

(56,   '37)  but   1   *> ,-r- >tur  p-H   M"  t;i.   » 'opic.l world ¿-TOK •• and processes  the crop 

on  small  holding,  m -icin* proLlerr.c o,   collection  insuperaol.,     There is  no fore- 

aeeable altarnMe use  tor  this m:     nal   ni presumably its commercial utilization 

awaits the  fruition  of       larre-sc-:•.-  cassava projects  which  are from time to timo 

suggested. 

Another  ¿roup of problem,   facing the  utilization of :ìgricul turai  wastes 

arises from the competition ùì   synthetics  with the primary crop,     Thie ha~ 

resulted in a levelling off at  the leact   (in seme   countries an actual  drop)  in 

the production of flaxboard duo to the competing  offset  of synthetic fibres on 

linen and of  synthetic resins with linked oil  in paint.    A  similar sort of 

pattern would possibly be  expectod if the  residues from the production of other 

vegetable fibres (e.,;    juts,  heap and  sisal)  -ore mad, use of to  r4 greater extent 

that at present.    This is curr.--.tly a rather vexed problem because there is 

considerable pressure tc  do „ant this as a palliative to the increasing synthetic 

replacement  of the primary product.     It  is well known to be a matter of some 

economic importance to some, developing countries but  there seems to be no way 

in which this replacement trend can be hindered,  nor is there any great hope 

that it will  lessen.    There will, of coures, be a short term outlet for vegetable 

fibres in developing countries until  such timo as thoy have a heavy chemical 

infrastructure capable of supporting s-nthetic fibre plats,  but the production 

scale (and henoe the quantity of wasiO  is likely to be aüall and may well be 

insufficiently large to  supply a board plant of an economic  size 

Industrial application problems -plant and binders 

There is some truth in the statement that each individual agricultural waste 

material needs plant specifically designed for its use.    However,  in practice, the 

amount of deviation from the b^sic design suitable for all materials is not very 

great and creates no real practical difficulties,    experience and techniques in 

efficiently operating plants using the differjnt raw matarials present a more 

difficult problem perhaps, but such expertise is available through the appropriate 
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United Nations agencies, and again there is little practical difficulty.  It can 

be said, therefore, wnen all other problems are solved, that there v;ould be no 

difficulty in obtaining plant and expertise to produce any building board, from 

any agricultural waste material.  Similarly, the synthetic resin binder companies 

of the developed countries are now capable of producing a satisfactory binder for 

almost any conceivable raw met«.rid o. condition of use.  It is not proposed here 

to enter into the field of discussion on the advantages and disadvantagas of the 

different types of binder available. In the particle board field, the published 

literature on these is very extensive and examples are given in the bibliography 

(3,4, 10). This brings to the fore another point which is often forgotten when 

considering a project for the establishment of a boara plant in a developing 

country. Very often, the suggestion that such a plant be installed is mooted with ' 

the intent of saving foreign currency on imports of building board. This good 

intention is then partially negated by committing the country concerned to a 

considerable expenditure on synthetic resin binde.- which they are quite unable to 

manufacture economically themselves (through lack of cheap suitable raw materials). 

This situation has given rise to research into the possibilities of using 

locally available materials as binders.  It is believed that the original work on 

this was done in Australia (16, 17) where a particle board binder based on wattle 

tannin and formaldehyde was developed.  This work has been expanded in South Africa 

(17) and this binder would be now a technically acceptable alternative to the 

synthetic resin binders vhere wattle tannin is available economically,  The need 

for still further research was suggested by ?AO»s Wood Based Panel Products 

Committee and this was started at the Tropical Products Irstitute in I969. The 

task of finding and developing such a r.-duct is a difficu;' one, but a search of 

the literature revealed that a great deal of work had beer, done Jn India particularly 

by Naryanamurti and his associates (I4, I5) on the use of formulations based on 

cashew nut shell liquid as plywood adhesives.  The problem has been taken up at 

this point and it is confidently hoped that a report on this will be issued in the 

very near future. However, this work if successful can only hope to assist those 

countries where supplies of a potential naturally occurring binder and adequate 

supplies of agricultural waste co-exist. 

Mention must be made here of a whole field of activity concerning the use of 

agricultural wastes for the manufacture of building boards using Portland cement 

as the binder. Many aspects of this have ù&en  covered by the documentation of the 
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The past and the future - trends and predictions 

Table  III represents the best that we have been able to  do  in collecting 

together factual   information on existing commercial plants using agricultural 

waste materials.     It  is  largely based on  information given to   *A0,  but has been 

amended and brought up to date by information  from other  sources,     V.'ith the 

exception of bagasse and flax (the fluidity of the  situation concerning the use 

of this material  has already been referred  to,  and is possibly  reflected by some 

inaccuracies in this table) the outlook for agricultural wastes for board pro- 

duction does not  appear to be very promising,     In  fact  it  can be  sf-id that these 

two materials plus wastes from long vegetable fibre production account together 

for virtually the whole of the world's utilization of agricultural wastes for 

board production.     As has been discussod above in some detail,   the reasons for this 

state of affairs »•: 

(a) timber is in a great many respects a superior raw material from both 

technical and economic aspects; 

(b) the existence of sufficiently large quantities of agricultural waste 

suitable for board manufacture in one place, with no competing uses, 

is,  especially in the tropics,  rare;  and 

(c) the availability of agricultural  wastes from agro-industrial activities 

other than food are subject to the vagaries of substitution and so on. 

There now comes the question of the future.    Based on the  summary of the 

present and past  situation given above,   it  could be expected that any increased 

use of agricultural wastes for board production could derive from those obtained 

from food production.     In effect,  this means bagassa,  the cereal  straws and 

similar materials (e.g.   cassava stalks,  groundnut  shells,  etc).     It is the 

opinion of the author that this in fact will be the future pattern.    However,  it 

will possibly be modified by the fact that concurrently there  is occurring a 

rapid expansion in the tropics of fast-growing timber plantations capable of 

yielding high-class,uniform and low-cost board-making materials,  and it is felt 

that advantage may be taken in planning future board-making projects with this 

source of raw material  in preference to agricultural residues,  although this is 

clearly not possible where self-sufficiency in timber is not  feasible in the 

foreseeable future.    It is too early yet to predict the effect which the "newer" 
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TABLE I 

Selected Check-List of Agricultural waste Materials Tested for Board-Making 

Raw Material 
Insulation    Rardboard    Particle 

Board ---• Board 
Other Notes 

Abaca (Manilla) 

Areca nut husk E 

Bagasse E,I 

Bamboo ^ 

Banana pseudostem 

Cashew nut shell 

Cassava stalk S 

Cereal straw E,I 

Coffee husk 

Coir - dust 
fibre • husk   3,1 

Cotton - bosk 
•talk 

Esparto 

Flax and Linseed 
residues E 

Groundnut shell 

Hemp * 

Jute 

Kenof 

Maize cob 

Mustard stalk 

Palm fronds, fruit 
stems (raffle) 

Papyrus ®t* 

E 

3,1 

E,I 

S 

E,I 

3,1      2 - Plasterboard 

7,       E- - Plywood Woven mat also 
E - Woven mat as small-scale 
E - Concrete industry 

reinforcement 

E 

E E 

E 
i?  T 

E 

E - with red mace 
for acoustical tile 

E, I 
S, Pilot 

plant 

E 
S, I 

E 

E I 

13 

E - fibreboard with 
hemp 

Particle board 
plant designed 
but not yet 

established 

I I I - fibreboard with 
flax 

E, I E, I 

E 

E - asphalted 
roofing material 

E - plywood 

E,I 
Production 
now ceased 

continued. 
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TABL3 Ï  (continued) 

Raw Material 
Insulation 
Board 

Hardboard 
Particle 
Board 

Peat S .Ä 

Quinine stem 
I 

Ramie 

Reels %l M T: 

Reeds ard straw I I 

Rice husk 
.J 

Seaweed 1 2 

Sisal 

Sunflower husks 

Theel 
S 

Tobacco stalk 
1 

Vétiver stalk 
s 

Yolyo 
1 

Othjr Wot» 

2 - with cement 
for bricks and tilts 

S - with cement 

WOTEt 

«B» indicate, that the material has been the subject of laboratori 

experimental work only. 

HI» indicates that the material has been (or is being) used industrially 

for board manufacture. 

mtÊÊtltm »SUB 
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TABLE II 

Raw Material Banding 
Strsiurth 
",    2 kg/ oro 

Tensile strength 
Perpendicular to Surfaco 

kg, cm 

Swelling in 
thickness 

after 24 hrs 
immersion 

(per cent) 

Density 

C'ora3       0.30   0.58 

Pine 

Flax 

Bagasse 

70.0 349 

36.0 160 

45.O     173 

0.30       O.58 

0.9 

1.4 

1.7 

7.9 

5.5 

6.2 

0.30   O.58 

6.4 II.5 

3.8 12.5 

6.4     2.7 

Pina shavings*      Thickness 0.2 to 0.3 mm. t width 0.8 mm.,  length 20 mm. 

(Ruai      Ursa resin "Urecoll" F Speziali      8 per cent solid resin on completely 
dried material. 

(From »PâO/BCE/BOâRD COHS/PAPS» 4.17.  P-5) 
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TABU III 

Induatrlal utilisation ef agricultural »aataa 
for fibr.bo.rd and PMttol.bo»rd baaod on FM World aurwy of Production Capaolty 
 i\m 

Country nmmoua 
Ho. osanti ne     Annual 

pianti      Production 
—"      Capacity 

(1.000 a.t.) 
1967 1968 1969   ifrTWt^ 

—n.iu.t*i)     (fcti»t^) 

Kaw Hat.rl.l 

Argantlna 

Bolfiua 

Cub. 3 

Caoonoalorakla 

Doainioan Rapublle 

Pratico 

Oraaoa 

Ouadoloupo 

Ouinoa 

nto««*y 

Indi« 

IMI 

Jaaaioa 

BtgUM 
(+ «Mt. WW) 

No. op.r.tln( 
pianti 

PABTICLEB04RP 

An-ual 
Production 
Capacity 

Raaarks 

Raw Mafrlal 

(1.000 ».t.) 
1967 1968 1969       1967 196" 19*9 

(EatiaatadJ (Betimatad) 

2*)    240    230 

10      10      10 

41.4 41.4 41.4 

Flu ahiva. 

Flu Currantly uaing 
laportad 
notarial 

76 

10 

72 

5 

70 

5 

Bagaaia 

flax 

Bagaiaa 

Piai 

Raup 
Naie, »talk« 

Rat operati»« 

6 

12 

41 

9 
12 

41 

IO* of pro- 
duction for 
low don.ity board 

9 

12 

41 

Ragusa 

Çtiinina ataaa 

Flax 

Bagaaaa 

I96R - eotton «talk« 
1969 - pala «a» 

Pia« 

•otttarlanda 

Pakistan 

Poland 

Puarto lieo 

Reunion 

•yuku Islanda 

fai«*» 5      5      5 35     J5     »       *»*«l7 

o.a.». (Uff*) 

Tugoala*ia 

2      2 9 15    15    »5 Pias 

1       1 ì 

74     74     74 

Juta atleta 

Piai 

1      1 1 Regaee. •xperiaental 
pi ont not in 
operation 1968 

1       1 1 180   180   180 Baca»*            Only plant 
figurea on 
6-aontha baila 
opération durine 

oane-frlndin« aaaaon 

1      1 1 16.5 I6.5 16.5 Bagaaee 

1      1 l       1 »     20     » Bagaaee 

2 t       Î 20     20     20 

30 Vday 

Bagaee. 

Piai riti vas 

1 l       1 Bagaaee 

9 9      9 40     40     40 Piai 

It la hoped that «or« 
an Hood DaaaJ Panal 

rttMi data «ill bo avsilaVe in the 
1, to bo hold in Doeoxbor thla 

•edlnge of tho 3rd Seaeion of the «0 Coaattte. 
(1970). 
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